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Abstract
In this paper, we present a comparative study between informed and predictive prefetching mechanisms that were presented to leverage the performance gap between I/O storage systems and
CPU. In particular, we will focus on transparent informed prefetching (TIP) and predictive prefetching using probability graph approach (PG). Our main objective is to show the main features,
motivations, and implementation overview of each mechanism. We also conducted a performance
evaluation discussion that shows a comparison between both mechanisms performance when using different cache size values.
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1. Introduction
In I/O-intensive computing systems, I/O storage systems form a bottleneck in terms of performance due to the
performance gap that is formed when they are compared with processors. Operating systems researchers have
proposed a variety of software prefetching techniques that aim to preload the data from parallel disks prior to their
actual on-demand requests [1]. Existing prefetching techniques can be categorized into two categories—informed
and predictive. Predictive prefetching mechanisms predict the application’ future I/O data accesses based on the
historical I/O data accesses [2], whereas informed prefetching techniques take the advantage of the applications’
ability to provide hints of their future I/O data accesses in order to preload data [3]-[5]. Transparent informed
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prefetching (TIP) [5] and predictive prefetching based on probability graph approach (PG) [2] are considered the
leading researches in such scope. In this study, we propose a comparative study between TIP and PG approaches.
We will discuss the features, motivations and contributions of both mechanisms. Our motivation of this research
is: to our best knowledge, our study is the first that provides a study and performance evaluation that compares
between informed and predictive data prefetching mechanisms. So, this comparison will guide researchers to the
suitable prefetching mechanism when using a particular type of execution prototypes and applications. Hence, our
main contribution in this research is conducted in a performance evaluation experiment that compares both of
TIP and PG performance when using different cache size values.

2. Literature Review
Previous researchers have suggested that informed and predictive prefetching mechanisms improve I/O performance. To our best knowledge, however, our study is the first that provides a study and performance evaluation
that compare between informed and predictive data prefetching mechanisms.

2.1. Informed Prefetching
An informed prefetching algorithm was firstly proposed by Patterson et al. [5]-[9] that takes the advantage of the
application’s ability to disclose hints of the future I/O data accesses. Hence, it invokes storage parallelisms to
prefetch the data before they are actually accessed by the application. This eliminates I/O stalls and reduces the
application’s execution elapsed time [5] [6] [9].
In parallel storage systems, informed prefetching aims to leverage parallel I/O to improve prefetching performance [10] [11].
Other studies used prefetching to reduce storage system energy consumption. Eco-Storage built a module that
prefetch a long sequence of future data accesses and turn off the disks system to reduce energy consumption [4].
Other studies investigated several ways of collecting information to offer accurate access hints for informed
prefetching mechanisms. Accurate hints are important to make informed prefetching efficient [12] [13].

2.2. Predictive Prefetching
Predictive Prefetching (a.k.a., automatic prefetching) aims to build a history of the application on-demand data I/O
requests in order to predict and to prefetch the future accesses [2] [14].
Griffioen and Appleton developed a predictive prefetching model that is based on probability graph approach.
Probability graph in this approach is used to record the application’s past access patterns in order to predict the
future access probabilities [2]. Probability graph is a data structure that uses directed weighted graphs to estimate
access probabilities [2].
There exist several predictive prefetching models and algorithms including data mining, neural networks, and
Markov predictors [15]-[21]. For example, Marko predictors are widely used in web prefetching to predict future
data accesses by applying partial match to find recurring sequences of I/O events.

3. The Compared Prefetching Algorithms
In this section, we will illustrate the key features, motivation, and contribution of both; transparent informed
prefetching (TIP) [5] and predictive prefetching based on probability graph approach (PG).

3.1. Transparent Informed Prefetching (TIP)
Patterson et al. [5]-[9] proposed a transparent informed prefetching (TIP) solution that takes the advantage of the
application’ ability to disclose hints of the future I/O data accesses. Since parallel storage systems are able to
provide several data blocks in parallel, TIP invokes storage parallelisms to prefetch the data before it is actually
accessed by the application. Transparent informed prefetching reduces the application elapsed time due to the
reduction of I/O stalls [5] [6] [9].
The major contribution of Patterson et al. TIP approach is a cost-benefit model that performs informed prefetching and balances cache/buffer space that is shared between the LRU (least-recently-used) cache and the
prefetching buffer [5]. It makes a compromise between the benefit of using more buffers for prefetching and the
cost of ejecting a LRU block or a prefetched data block.
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The key motivations of transparent informed prefetching (TIP) research are:
1. The existence of storage systems parallelism.
2. The ability of applications to disclose hints of their future I/O data accesses.
3. The un-utilized parallel storage system bandwidth by the application.
Accurate hints are important to make informed prefetching efficient [12] [13].

3.2. The Probability Graph Predictive Prefetching Approach (PG)
Griffioen and Appleton [2] proposed a predictive prefetching algorithm based on probability graph approach. The
main concept of this approach is to keep tracking the application’s on-demand I/O data requests in order to build a
history of the past accesses to be used for predicting the future requests and to have them prefetched. Their solution contributed in reducing the execution time of I/O-intensive applications. Prefetching decisions accuracy is the
most important performance metric in predictive prefetching approach.
The following key factors motivate predictive prefetching research:
1. Not all applications can offer hints of their future data accesses.
2. Predictive prefetching is good for I/O intensive applications. It can prefetch the data even if the application is
not running.
3. It is also good for multiple executables; because it relies on building a history based on the applications’
on-demand I/O data requests. Hence; it detects access patterns of multiple applications that are executed repeatedly rather than taking hints from the running applications.
4. It utilizes the un-used parallel storage system bandwidth.
In Griffioen and Appleton model [2], probability graph data structure uses directed weighted graph that consists
of nodes and edges to estimate access probabilities. In the probability graph, there exists a node for each data block
stored in the storage system. Probability graph makes connections among nodes using directed weighted edges.
The edges weights are used to predict the probability that a particular set of data blocks will be accessed in the near
future if a particular data block is currently accessed. Lookahead period is an important input parameter used to
build the probability graph. It determines the relationship between each of the application’s consequent accesses.
Minimum chance value is another input parameter that determines what data blocks to prefetch in case a particular
data block was accessed. Edges weights are considered in this mathematics. Both values of lookahead period and
minimum chance determine the degree of prefetching aggressiveness and accuracy. In this approach, a least recently used (LRU) cache is used to cache both of; the data read by the application on-demand I/O data requests and
the prefetched data.

4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we will run a performance evaluation comparison between transparent informed prefetching (TIP)
and probability graph predictive prefetching approach (PG). We build a trace driven simulator using C++ to do the
evaluation. First, we will illustrate our system design and assumptions. Then, we will discuss our performance
evaluation.

4.1. System Design
Our simulator implements a parallel storage system that consists of an array of Hard Disk Drives (HDDs). Our
simulator; and as other researchers did, uses small cache sizes that span from 1 to 10 cache buffers where each
buffer can temporarily store one data block. The motivation behind using small cache size is to show the impact of
the prefetching algorithm on the performance. In addition, the cache uses least recently used (LRU) policy to
buffer the on-demand requests and the prefetched data.

4.2. Assumptions
Since we are using small cache sizes, there will be no need to issue too many concurrent prefetching I/O requests
to the parallel storage system. So, regardless the size of the disk array, we assume enough I/O bandwidth that
enables prefetching process to read few data blocks concurrently without causing any I/O congestion.
As we did in [3], [4], and [22], we use LASR real world trace [23] that represent an application that issues
11,686 I/O data read requests of about 800 distinct data blocks. Trace used in our experiments represents an
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application that performs a few overhead processing operations that consume a very tiny CPU processing time
between each two subsequent I/O data requests. Hence, we will ignore the processing time. Our motivation behind
that is to make the application purely I/O intensive. In case there exists some processing overhead between each
two subsequent I/O data requests, this will easy the task of prefetching.
In [3], we validated the disk reading latency when using a range of several data block sizes that span from 1 to
10 MB using Intel 500 GB SATA 16 MB cache HDD. In this study used the smallest validated value (i.e. 1 MB)
due to its suitable value (i.e. applications usually use small size data blocks). So, disk I/O reading latency for a
single data block equals to 0.005 seconds. Also, we used fixed size data blocks of size 1 MB. Hence; each cache
buffer is also of size 1 MB.
In (PG) performance evaluation, we used a moderate degree of prefetching aggressiveness and accuracy by
setting the lookahead period to 1 and the minimum chance to 0.5 as this setting represents the average case of (PG)
performance.

4.3. Performance Evaluation
In this simulation, we test TIP and PG approaches performance in terms of trace (i.e. application) execution
elapsed time when using different cache size values from 1 to 10. Figure 1 shows the performance results. A
decreased execution elapsed time indicates a performance improvement.
Figure 1 shows that both of TIP and PG provide a reduced execution elapsed time as the cache size increases
due the increased hit ratio. TIP cannot provide a significant performance improvement when the cache size is very
little (i.e. equals to 1 and 2). In [3], we called this case: “TIP’s critical case”; where TIP is not able to allocate
enough number of cache buffers for prefetching. In this case, TIP is only doing on-demand requests. Whereas PG
in this case; provides some better performance; that is because it performs some aggressive prefetching. As the
cache size increases, TIP shows significant performance improvement leaps. This is due to the accuracy of informed prefetching compared to the predictive one. When the cache size reaches to 9, TIP starts to show a little
performance improvement leaps. This is because TIP at this point starts to reach the prefetching horizon where
there exists enough cache buffers to store enough amount of data; so prefetching importance will become little.
PG shows a gradual performance improvement as the cache size increases. It is worth mentioning that both TIP
and PG shows their best performance improvement jumps when using small caches. When cache size becomes
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Figure 1. LASR trace execution elapsed time when implementing TIP and PG approaches using different
cache size values from 1 to 10.
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larger, performance improvement caused by prefetching will become limited. What makes TIP show a better
performance improvement than PG in the most cases is the accuracy of prefetching decisions.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a comparison study between transparent informed prefetching (TIP) and probability
graph predictive prefetching (PG) in terms of research motivation, implementation, and performance. We conducted a performance evaluation that compares both approaches when using different cache size values. Our
performance evaluation shows that TIP in average provides better performance improvement due to its accurate
prefetching decisions. In general, our results show that prefetching can provide significant leaps in performance
improvement when using small size caches.
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